1978 toyota corolla wagon

Login Register Sitemap Contact us Home. Up for auction is an unrestored Toyota Corolla
wagon. It runs and drives and starts right up. This is a true survivor classic Japanese station
wagon. It's very hard to find one that has not been modified like this one. Has a few period
correct add ons such as the fog lights and a radio. This car is not perfect but is a good driver or
a nice foundation for a restoration. Please keep in mind the age of this car when bidding. It has
the expected dents and minor surface rust patina but over all a great car. Will need new struts
and tires at some point but I drive it everyday to work so the mileage will go up. I don't know the
exact milage as it's a 5 digit odometer. This car has good documentation and I have recently
spent about 1k in repairs and maintenance. Has a brand new fuel pump. Flushed radiator,
cleaned gas tank, spark plugs, filters, couple new gaskets from dealer, etc. Anyone with less
than ten ratings must call before bidding. Only bid to buy. Buyers are encouraged to come
check the car out in person. More Toyota classic cars for sale. Toyota Corolla SR5 Original.
Make an Enquiry. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Sorry
but not very personal. Their responses to my questions were rather canned and not really clear
- so did not pursue the sale The dealership was very good with us and treated us well. Would
suggest them to friends. The sales department at Eagle Ridge dealership responded quickly
upon my inquiry and also suggested about other vehicles. Aaron got back to me promptly and
was willing to put new snow tires on the vehicle. I purchased elsewhere, but he seemed to be
willing to make a sale without being pushy. Polite and helpful with financing. Love my new car,
haven't driven it alot, but do far so good. Dealer responded quickly to my inquiry. I didn't
purchase the car so had no further contact with the dealer. I received a call back on the pickup
and was given a few positive options on purchasing it. Incredible service, excellent
communication skills, caring , helpful, answer questions quickly to set customer at ease. Go out
of their way completely! I recently bought a Hyundai Elantra GT. Sunny was pleasant and
helpful. All the staff was friendly. No pressure to buy. Prices are good and as advertised. Peter
and Sunny were very friendly and had quick responses. The car was clean and in great
condition. Service was amazing. Very pleased :. I asked for photos. They did not come. I
inquired again. Salesperson could not find the car. Replies were garbled. I asked again. They
would look for it. It turned out the car had been sold some time earlier but the salespeople did
not tell me this. Do they not have computers tracking the disposition and whereabouts of their
vehicles? Poor effort for the customer and poor communication. Cohen was extremely
professional and friendly and got the job done without any hassle! Jeff was a great help! He
brought me the car on his day off. I never went to the dealership until it was time to sign the
paperwork. Help full but they stress bottom dollar price no need to negotiate, so I got the car
data waited 3 days to think. And then a thousand dollar price drop. If I bought before I loose
Makes me think very strongly that if your a buyer try a reasonable offer. If it fails move on. Not
much trust , or give them a break and call it a fluke. Anyway I will stay away from that kind of
philosophy and business. Vincent was very friendly and accommodating. I am pleased with him
bucause he made me feel that my needs were very important to them. Nothing much to say as
mine was just a minor question which the dealership promptly answered. Very pleasant and
accommodating. Seems really honest. He made a very valid point that when buying a used car it
does not come with the amount of inspection reports that buying a rebuilt car does. Dealer was
very helpful, as well as the finance team they made purchasing the car easy and pleasent. The
vehicle is not in stock and are ask me to buy another one! Not make sense to me. Manish at VI
auto was very helpful, considerate, and a pleasure to work with. Would definitely recommend. I
have a salesman by the name of mike. The dealership gave us a fair price for uour Santa e xl
and we are very happy with the warranty as well. Great experience with Cohan at Jim Pattison
Victoria. He was easy to get ahold of and answered all of our questions clearly and quickly. Yas
was most helpful and accommodating in providing information. Unfortunately the color of the
vehicle just wasn't to my liking. Told them I was coming over to buy it with a warranty.
Organized my travel to come and get it. And they sold it two days before I was suppose to buy
it. Poor communication. I would give a zero if I could. They have been very helpful and I am
happy to say that I am in the process of purchasing a car from them. A continuously variable
transmission CVT comes standard and a 6-speed manual is optional. Every current Corolla
features front-wheel drive FWD. The redesigned model earned a CarGurus score of 7, while the
model got a 6. Pros: The Corolla has fantastic reliability, efficient engine choices, and a
competitive level of standard equipment, including safety features. All of these attributes are
present in the current generation Corolla. Cons: The entry-level engine offers unimpressive
performance, and the recently introduced hatchback model has a smaller rear row than some
buyers might expect. Model Generations Toyota Corolla: 11th Generation. The trusty hp
4-cylinder carried over once again, though output was bumped to hp in the Eco trim.
Transmission choices included a 4-speed automatic, a new 6-speed manual, and a new CVT.

Three trim levels, plus the Eco, kicked off this generation, and a styling refresh in also brought
the new XSE trim. Buyers can expect up to 32 mpg combined. Several years in this generation
show no recalls at all. The 1. The 4-speed automatic and 5-speed manual transmissions carried
over. In , the Corolla was rated for 29 mpg combined, regardless of transmission. For this
generation, NHTSA recall information shows problems such as airbags, errors on load capacity
labels, damaged seat heater wiring, and sticking accelerator pedals. A new trim, XRS, was
added for , with a hp 4-cylinder engine, but was dropped in Transmission choices were a
4-speed auto and 5-speed manual, with the manual returning 31 mpg combined. NHTSA data
shows more problems with the ninth generation, including numerous airbag issues, exterior
lighting quality, axle and hub assembly, and engine stalling. The eighth generation of the Toyota
Corolla wrapped with just one engine, a 1. The manual was the most efficient, coming in at 31
mpg combined. There were just a few trim levels. According to NHTSA, common problems in
this generation included headlight quality issues, suspension parts quality, and a sticking
accelerator. The Toyota Corolla is generally one of the best-selling models in its segment,
typically trailing the Honda Civic. We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, or photos, our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius
25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Toyota Corolla. Email me price drops and new
listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized
Toyota Dealer. Model Generations Toyota Corolla: 11th Generation The trusty hp 4-cylinder
carried over once again, though output was bumped to hp in the Eco trim. Shoppers Also
Consider The Toyota Corolla is generally one of the best-selling models in its segment, typically
trailing the Honda Civic. Read more. Everybody knows somebody who owns or has owned a
Toyota Corolla. Thanks to a deserved reputation for affordability, reliability, and efficiency, the
Corolla is what comes to mind when all you want is. If ever a car was to be described as an
appliance, the Toyota Corolla was it. Cheap to buy, dependable as a sunrise, thrifty with fuel,
and roomy enough for a frugal family, the Corolla faithfully del. After 50 years and nearly 50
million units sold, the Corolla is the best-selling car nameplate in the world. OpenRoad Toyota
Abbotsford. Langley Toyota. Toyota Corolla Reviews Review. This car is a solid purchase. The
added safety features such as Toyota safety sense to prevent lane drift and adaptive cruise
control make this an even more desirable model. This car is a perfect fit for my driving needs.
Love this color, love all of the features. Corolla is a very safe car that did its job when I had my
accident. It is a great car for a single person or an older couple without small children. Why Use
CarGurus? Toyota dealers in Vancouver BC. Toyota dealers in Richmond BC. Toyota dealers in
Burnaby BC. Toyota dealers in Delta BC. Toyota dealers in Coquitlam BC. Toyota dealers in
Surrey BC. Toyota dealers in Langley BC. Toyota dealers in Nanaimo BC. Toyota dealers in
Abbotsford BC. This is the car that made Toyota famous, at least in the US market. Well, not
specifically this Toyota Corolla Deluxe Wagon but the third-generation Corollas, in general. This
one can be found on craigslist , or go here when the ad goes away. All it takes is a gas crisis to
get people into smaller cars again, but they usually go back to big vehicles once the crisis is
over with. The earlys gas crunch made Toyota a household name in the US. This car is a bit of a
head-scratcher. I found a listing for this car for sale in and they talked about a replaced, bigger
engine than what the seller talks about in this one. But, more on that in a bit. The body looks
about the same as it did a couple of years ago, probably thanks to the mild climate in
Washington state, at least as far as using literally thousands of tons of road salt goes. Here is a
photo of the passenger side from the front from the listing , just as a reference. New carpet in
the cargo area would have made a world of difference, visually. Or, gasp, dare I say.. There are
many YouTube videos on dying upholstery, although I have never tried it. Have any of you? The
listing mentioned a missing globe box door and this is what they must have come up with. I
know that parts can be horrific to find for these s Japanese cars but dang. The dash is also
cracked so the next owner will have their hands full tracking down some NOS parts. After the
gas crisis in the earlys, the E30 Corolla filled a need, to say the least. A Weber progressive 2bbl,
Pacesetter header and 2. Have any of you owned a third-generation Corolla? I had a 78 with the
3tc and a four speed now it was a rusty two door but it ran great easily chirping the tire going
into third when driven aggressively! I would like this one but the wood grain would need to go! I
had a 76 and a 78 with the 2TC engine. It was lowered and had Koni Sport shocks on it that
made the car like a go-cart. Sadly, it rusted awayâ€¦. Now all the old skool Toyota freaks are
resurrecting the 2TGs they can find and putting them in old Celicas and Carinas. This could be a

fun build. Drop a 4A-GE and five speed in it, do some suspension tuning and have a ball! I think
the cargo area would need a replacement rather than a dye. I have successfully redyed the
interior of the Low Sierra, as well as a number of other vehicles over the last 50 or so years.
While the author knows my opinion on Asian cars, the write up is spot on. My dad sold it a few
years later to one of his co-workers. They wanted it for their son to use for college. He drove it
from So Cal to Chicago to attend school. Some time later, he went outside one morning just to
find it sitting on blocks and completely stripped. Here it is above when my folks owned it. I
would NOT recommend dying the carpet. I bought a conversion van, unknown to me at the time
was that the seller had dyed the carpet red. Unknown until the first time a got into the van at the
beach with wet feet and my feet turned red. I ended up having to gut the interior and re-carpet
the entire van. Had a similar thing happen to me with a water-based dye on a set of seats. I
could only find black or dark blue as a spirit-based dye at the time I needed it, so the seats went
from mid-blue to navy blue and stayed that way, fortunately! Had to use a shampoo machine to
get all the water-based mid-blue dye back out firstâ€¦. I learned to drive stick on them. Great
little cars, but as was usual with my Dad, he sold them two years later. This one is a great little
find! A bit overpriced given all the interior work and possible rust fixes! Like the Scotty
mentioned, gas prices fluctuate. Although I was too young to drive at the time, I remember when
the Toyota Corolla looked like this. Yes my girl had a GT Celicaâ€¦. When speaking of rust, Bow
Wa. Agree seems a little high, but am sure it will sell. But I agree. Some areas in Washington
state do get snow and ice, and therefore we do have salt and sand being laid along our roads.
The 2TC had 97 HP. And it was a true Hemi. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click
here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe
to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account?
Log in. Barn Finds. Scotty Gilbertson. More: Toyota. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments
SAM Neat wagon. Air cleaner by Briggs and Stratton. Beatnik Bedouin. Classic Steel. Mike
Russell. Rube Goldberg Member. I thought the faux wood paneling was a Pinto thing only. BOP
Guy Member. Gay Seattle Car Nut. No Reserve! Superb Continental Mark II. Restored and
Parked: Lancia Scorpion. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily
newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! I was still in high school in
and the furthest thing from my mind would have been a Toyota Corolla wagon like this car for
sale here on eBay. Actually, high school itself probably would have been the furthest thing from
my mind in those days. This Corolla wagon is pretty incredible, actually, whether a person likes
them or not. Anything that has survived for over four decades in this preserved condition is
amazing. Questions like that keep me up at night. The bumpers take away from the otherwise
tight design and the third-generation Corollas hit North America hard and at the right time. The
gas crunch was in full swing by and folks were looking for smaller, more fuel-efficient vehicles.
The seller says that the first owner bought this Corolla new in and owned it until It has had one
respray at some point in its history which may explain why it looks so nice. Yes, it has a
three-speed automatic rather than a 5-speed manual, but most of these cars were bought by
families and used as commuter cars, not as sporty drivers. The interior in this wagon looks
almost like new other than a couple of dash cracks. Have any of you owned a similar era
Corolla? Boy, I was excited until I saw the automaticâ€¦ sigh. I do love it though, and how many
do you ever see anymore? This will find a home pretty quickly, even with the slush box. The
price seems high flipper? Quite a find, indeed. I think it was the Corolla that really got things
spinning for Toyota. Up until this time, Toyota was still considered a minor threat, on par with
those cheap Asian tools at Atlantic Mills, but the Corolla, proved, it had everything, the wagon,
even more so. One teensy little drawback, they melted away in the north. To see one like this
again, is truly unusual. Be nice if these clown carmakers would give us something like this
again. Great find. Howard, why? I just love shifting for myself, and love having to skill to do so
in a near perfect manner. I had a corolla cc with a 4 spd â€¦. I put wider steel rims and tires on it
and a JC Whitney glass pack muffler with a 2. I had a 78 SR5 liftback 5-speed with the same
engine. Great car. The instrument panel was so packed with factory gauges it was shear joy.
One of the gauges was oil temperature â€” not oil pressure, yes, it had that too but oil
temperature. I drove that car for k miles on the original clutch. The car ended due to rust but still
ran great. I had the same carâ€¦â€¦â€¦dark maroon, tan vinyl interior. My first brand new car! I
had a 78 corolla 2 door , sadly yes automatic. But a wonderful little car. It was my third car in
Still drove it another year but then the drivers side floor board fell thru. Any who. Not seen one
in at least 10 years. I had a 78 Corolla Wagon in white with the 5 speed. It was my 2nd car after
my 1st one, a 76 Corolla Wagon that got totalled. I made the into a nice little sleeper. Car sadly
rusted away, was junked, and I sold the motor for what I paid for it. If I had the spare change, I
would buy this car and do it all over again. It was such a fun carâ€¦.. This one looks amazing

and they were good cars for the time.. I bet if you squat next to it and put your ear against it you
can hear it rusting ask me how I know. My folks bought a new 77 4door sedan. They road
tripped me and my 2 sisters from Ga to the Florida beaches a couple of hot summers in that
ride. My oldest sister got the car to drive to work and school in the 80sâ€¦ she wrecked that
thing 3 times. Still ran like a top. That engine is probably still running somewhere todayâ€¦.
Stripped of all chrome and bumpers, the designs are very similar. One thing for sure- the
Quality of the Toyota will keep it going for years and years. The Toyota Pick up having the 20R
motor simply will not die! This is a great find. First Car my new bride and I bought was a 75
Corolla E-5, yellow with a black interior. Nice little 2 door 5 speed. I had it Zbarted lived in
Chicago area and that helped keep the rust down. Sold it 5 years later, still running well. Only
issue I ever had was with distributor points, quit running one time and took 2 days for dealer to
get parts. Feel free to send in all of those dusty Hemi Cudas that you find hiding in barns, Ken.
We rely on tips coming in otherwise there are comments about Toyota station wagons showing
up hereâ€¦. Nice but if the car was kept in good condition and possibly stored inside I wonder
why the whole thing would have needed repainted. They were easy cars to buff out, I had
several old Toyotas like that. I put over , miles on my 77 Corolla Liftback with the 2TC engine
and only once did it fail to start, which was due to a bad alternator failing to charge the battery.
The engine was incredible, but I had to replace the alternator about every , miles. A dealer sales
manager once told me that the 2TC was the best engine Toyota ever built and I have no reason
to doubt that. Same here! Our Corolla wagon 2TC motor outlasted the car! BTWâ€” failure of the
alternators was most likely shortened alternator brushes, and the starter motor failed because
of the copper contacts inside the reduction gear solenoid had worn as an anode and cathodemetal transfer. Yet, a great motor that 2TC! It had silver paint before clear coat and oxidized
really bad before it was 3 years old. It was the SR with the 5 speed, ran great. I drove it over a
thousand miles and gave it to my son while he was at FSU. Unfortunately, he hit a curb, broke
the front wheel completely off the car and ended up on a phone pole guide wire and the car was
totaled. But it is very nice, otherwise. I miss cars like this. Simple and reliable. Now, there are so
many bells and whistles on even a stripped down model with very few exceptions , you need a
plumber and electrician just to get to the engine. Back in the day of these cars, unless the thing
was going to blow-up Pinto , you rarely heard of a recall. Now it seems many marques get them
regularly and repeatedly. A buddy of mine from high school had a white one with woodgrain. It
had the same tan vinyl interior. It was a stick shift, and it had a fast idle due to a vacuum leak.
He crawls in back, retrieved a bottle of Wild Turkey from the cargo compartment, a d crawled
back up to the drivers seat. The fast idle kept her going while I aimed the wheel from the
passenger seat. Looking back on it, that is pretty stupid and scary lol. I had a Corolla
liftback,automatic. I might have had a rare one that was bad, but the experience was enough for
me. This is a really nice car though. My first car in was the 78 Corolla Hatchback in white. I wish
I was a little older at that time and had fixed it up. I bought it from a lady who drove it back and
forth to the grocery store. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it
featured on the homepage instead. Or
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subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No
thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Scotty Gilbertson. Like This?
Get Our Daily Email. Comments Skorzeny. Steve R. Steve R 7. Howard A Member. Chris Mann.
Christopher Gentry. I bet if you squat next to it and put your ear against it you can hear it
rusting ask me how I know 2. I know! That engine is probably still running somewhere todayâ€¦
1. James Simpson. Car Nut Tacoma. BigCat Member. Scotty Gilbertson Staff. We rely on tips
coming in otherwise there are comments about Toyota station wagons showing up hereâ€¦ 5.
Keep them coming! John C. Jack Gray. Melanie Americo. No Reserve! Superb Continental Mark
II. Restored and Parked: Lancia Scorpion. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup
for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free
daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached!

